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17. The Book Of Wills 

Chapter 1. what Has Been 
Related About What Is 
Commanded About The Will 
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2862. It was reported from Nafi', 
from 'Abdullãh, meaning Ibn 
'Umar, from the Messenger of 
Allah , he said: "A Muslim who 
has anything with him to will, has 
no right to spend three nights 
except that his will is written with 
him." (Sahih) 

	

VA: 	LL,iI L dLi 
Comments: 

Meaning if he has property that he wants to will to other than his heirs, he 
must record that will. 

2863. It was reported from Aishah  
who said: "The Messenger of Allah --- -- --- 	-.. 

	

did not leave behind any 	 : 

Dinars, Dirhams, camels or sheep, 
and he did not willed anything." 	- 	- 	- 	- - 
(Sahih) 	 Jj-) J 
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Chapter 2. What Has Been 
Related Regarding What Is 
Allowed For A Testator To 
Give From His Wealth 
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2864. 'Amir bin Sa'd reported 
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from his father (Sa'd bin AbI 
Waqqas), who said that when he 
fell sick - Ibn AN Khalaf (one of 
the two narrators) said: "In 
Makkah," then they were in accord 
- which brought him very near to 
death, the Messenger of Allah 
visited him. He said: "0 Messenger 
of Allah! I have a lot of wealth, 
and I only have a daughter to 
inherit it, can I give two-third of it 
in charity?" He replied: "No". He 
said: "What about one-half?" He 
replied: "No". He said: "What 
about one-third." He replied: 
"(You may bequest for) one third, 
though one-third is a lot. If you 
leave your heirs rich it is better 
than leaving them poor, begging 
from the people. And whatever you 
spend, seeking to please Allah, you 
will be rewarded for that, even a 
morsel you put in your wife's 
mouth." I said: "0 Messenger of 
Allah! Will I have stayed behind 
from emigration?" He said: "If you 
live after me and do righteous 
deeds for the sake of Allah, you 
will but increase in rank and 
degree. Perhaps you will live until 
some people will benefit from you, 
and others will be harmed by you." 
Then he said: "0 Allah complete 
the emigration for my Companions, 
and do not turn them back, but the 
one who suffered is Sa'd bin 
Khawlah." The Messenger of Allah 

ç felt sorry for him as he had died 
in Makkah. (Sahih) 
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Comments: 
The wealthy person has a duty to take care of his family and near relatives, 
and Sa'd was afraid of dying in Makkah before emigrating to Al-Madinah, 
which is why he asked Allah's Messenger if he would be among those that 
stayed behind. Sa'd lived for forty-four years after the death of the Prophet 

Chapter 3. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Cause Harm With 
The Will 

2865. It was reported from AbU 
Hurairah who said: "A man said to 
the Messenger of Allah g: '0 
Messenger of Allah! Which kind of 
charity is best?' He replied: 'To 
spend (in charity) while you are 
healthy, aspiring, hoping to survive, 
and fearing poverty, and not 
delaying until death comes to you, 
then you say: "This and this is for 
so-and-so, this and this is for so- 
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and-so," while it already belongs to 	Ui 	S 3J : iJi 	1J 
so-and-so." (Sahih)  
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Comments: 
The best charity is that given by a person in spite of his own need for it, and 
in a state of good health. 

2866. It was reported from AbU 
Sa'eed Al-Khudri, that the 
Messenger of Allah ç said: "For a 
person to give one Dirham in 
charity during his lifetime is better 
than one hundred Dirham in 
charity at the time of his death." 
(Da'iJ) 
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2867. It was reported from Al-
Ash'ath bin Jãbir who said: "Shahr 
bin Hawshab narrated to me that 
Abü Hurairah narrated to him, that 
the Messenger of Allah iJ said: 'A 
man or a woman does the deeds of 
obedience to Allah for sixty years, 
then when death comes to them 
they cause detriment through the 
bequest, and the Fire becomes 
mandatory on them." He (Shahr) 
said: "AbU Hurairah recited to me 
from: 'After the payment of 
legacies he (or she) may have 
bequeathed or debts, so that no 
loss is caused (to anyone)' until 
the Verse: 'that will be the great 
success."'[']  (Hasan) 
AbU Dãwud said: Al-Ash'ath bin 
Jabir is the grandfather of Nar bin 
'All (one of the narrators). 
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Comments: 
The Ijadith is clear on the point that to seek to harm the interest of the legal 
heirs through one's will is a major sin; it amounts to transgressing the bounds 
of Allah, which is unlawful in Islam. 

Chapter 4. What Has Been t. 	— ( 
Related About Accepting The 	- 	- 
Position Of Executing A Will 

2868. AbU Dharr said: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	said to me: 

RI An-Nisa': 4:12,13. 
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'0 AbU Dharr! I see you as weak, 
and I love for you what I love for 
myself. Do not take command over 
two persons, and do not be a 
guardian over an orphan's 
property." (Sahih) 
AM Dawud said: The people of 
Egypt are alone with it.11  
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Comments: 
There can be no doubt that a position of leadership or responsibility is a 
weighty task in both this world and the Hereafter. Anyone aware of his 
weaknesses must decline to shoulder such a responsibility at the very outset, 
and spare himself the ignominy and disgrace in this world as well as in the 
Hereafter. 

Chapter 5. What Has Been 
Related About Abrogating The 
Will For The Parents And Near 
Relatives 

2869. It was reported from Ibn 
'Abbãs: "If he leaves wealth, that 
he makes a bequest to parents and 
next of kin" [21 (he said) the 
bequest was made in this way until 
the Verse of inheritance abrogated 
it. (Hasan) 
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Meaning, in narrating this. 
121 Al-Baqarah: 2:180. 
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Chapter 6. What Has Been 	... 	- 
Related About Willing To An 	 4 L 	- ( 
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2870. It was reported from AbU 	, .JLJ; LC 	- YAV. 
Umãmah, that he said: "I heard 	- 	 - 
the Messenger of Allah 	saying: 	:JU 

'Allah has allotted to every rightful 	: J ti 	 : J ii 
person what is due to him, so there 	- - 	- 
is no willing to an heir." (Ijasan) 	J 	-U U  P :J 
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Chapter 7. Mixing One's Food 
With The Food Of An Orphan 

2871. It was reported from Ibn 
'Abbas, who said: "When Allah, 
the Mighty and Sublime, revealed: 
"And come not near to the 
orphan's property, except to 
improve it"L11  and: "Verily, those 
who unjustly eat up the property of 
orphans."121  until the end of the 
Verse, whoever had an orphan with 
him, went and separated his food 
from the food of the orphan, and 
his drink from the drink of the 
orphan. The food of the orphan 
started to become surplus, which 
he would keep for him to eat, or 
until it spoiled. That became 
difficult on them, so they 
mentioned this to the Messenger of 
Allah . So Allah, the Mighty and 

A1-An'am 6:152. 
[21 An-Nisã' 4:10. 
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Sublime, revealed: "And they ask 
you concerning orphans. Say: "The 
best thing is to work honestly in 
their property, and if you mix your 
affairs with theirs, then they are 
your brothers."[']  Then they mixed 
their food with his food, and their 
drink with his drink." 

4iijj 	 LJ 	 A:- 
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Comments: 
The elevated position of guardianship, upbringing and well-wishing towards 
an orphan, bestowed upon a person, also demands that he sees to it that the 
orphan is treated with special kindness, leaving no room in his mind for a 
feeling of alienation in the household. 

Chapter 8. What Has Been 
Related About What Is Allowed 
For The Guardian Of The Orphan 
To Take From His Wealth 

 -(Ai) 
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2872. It was reported from 'Amr bin 	 ,. 	- YAVY 
Shu'aib, from his father, from his -- 
grandfather, that a man came to the L)L J 

Prophet, and said: "Jam a poor  
person, I have nothing with me, and 	- - - - 	- - 	- 
I have an orphan." He said: "Eat 5- 3 :i- 
from the wealth of your orphan 	 - . 	- 
without extravagance, nor haste, nor  

using it for trade." Hasan) 	 ' 	2 
jL.Ji 	 L41 
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Chapter 9. What Has Been 
Related About When One 
Ceases Being An Orphan 

2873. It was reported from 'All bin - AV 

[1]  Al-Ba qarah 2:220. 
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Abi Tälib, that he said: "I 	-  
..L,. memorized from the Messenger of 	 - - 	 - - 

Allah .: 'There is no orphan after 	 L,, L • 

attaining puberty, and there is no 	- - 	 - 	- 
observance of silence for the whole 	'  
day until night." (Da'iJ) 	 ç 	•, 

:J jU Ju.  
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Comments: 
On On reaching the age of puberty, the child ceases to be legally an "orphan," 
and therefore should be responsible for his own affairs. Thus, if he is found to 
be possessed of sound judgment, his say will he preferable and decisive in 
matters relating to business and marriage arrangements. But if it is found that 
the orphan has not developed the capacity of sound judgment, the guardian 
shall, for some additional time, remain in-charge of his affairs. 
As regards the vow of silence, people were wont to observing it in the pre-
Islamic era. When Islam came, it was prohibited. Instead, it was encouraged 
for the people to use their gift of speech to articulate the praises of Allah and 
speak other good things. 

Chapter 10. What Has Been 	9_il 	6. t. Lt - (' 
Related About The Severity Of 
Consuming The Wealth Of An  

Orphan 

2874.It was reported from Abul- 	 - YAVE 

Ghaith, from AbU Hurairah that  
the Messenger of Allah . said: 	r 	34LL 

"Avoid the seven destroyers." They 	 . 
- 	 jy )Y LJ said: 0 Messenger of Allah! And 	- 	 - 	 - 

what are they?" He replied: 	LJ 	il)) :Jti 	LJ)L) 3 
"Committing Shirk with Allah,  
magic, to kill someone that Allah 	 . 	

-"-' 	. 

has prohibited - except by right 	 iL 3,!i1i :Ji 
- consuming Riba, consuming the 	; - 	- 	- 	-. - 
wealth of an orphan, to flee on the 	J- '-' J-' '> 
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day of the march (to battle), and to 
slander the chaste, unaware, 
believing women." (Saiih) 

AbU Dãwud said: AbU Al-Ghaith 
Salim, the freed slave of Ibn Muti'. 
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Comments: 
The seven acts mentioned in the kiadith are regarded as major sins, but 
according to other narrations the number of such deeds is more than seven. 

2875. It was reported from 'Ubaid 
bin 'Umair, from his father, that he 
narrated to him - and he was a 
Companion of the Prophet 	- 
that a man asked: "0 Messenger of 
Allah! What are the major sins?" 
He replied: "They are nine." And 
he mentioned its meaning (as 
preceded), and added: "disobeying 
Muslim parents, and violating Al-
Bait Al-Harãm (the Sacred House) 
which is your Qiblah during life and 
after death." (Da'ij) 
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Comments: 
Technically, any action expressly forbidden by Allah is a major sin. According 
to another view, a major sin is that about which either the threat of Hellfire, 
or a curse has been pronounced for it by Allah and His Prophet , or some 
punishment has been pronounced for the committing of it. Moreover, a minor 
sin, if repeated again, and again also assumes the status of a major sin. 
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Chapter 11. What Has Been 
Related Of Evidence That The 
Shroud Is From One's Wealth 

2876. It was reported from 

171  

(fl)J i 

:JU , 	 - AV 

Khabbãb who said: "Mus'ab bin 	- 	 - 
'Umair was killed on the Day of 

 

Uhud, and he had nothing but a 
Namirah. When we covered his  
head with it his legs were exposed, 	- - 	- 
and when we covered his legs with 	4j 	 . 

it his head was exposed. So the 	-- 	 - 	- 
Messenger of Allah i4 said: L,.l2 : 4 J,L JUi 	,- 

"Cover  his head with it, and put 

 

some Idhkhir over his legs." 	- - 	- 
(Sahih) 

V1:  
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Comments: 
Arrangement for the shrouding and burial of the deceased person is given 
preference over paying debts and implementation of his will. 

Chapter 12. What Has Been 
Related About A Man Who 
Gives A Gift, Then It Is 
Bequeathed To Him, Or He 
Inherits It 

2877. It was reported from 
Buraidah that a woman came to 
the Messenger of Allah 	and 
said: "I gave a slave-girl to my 
mother as charity, and she died and 
left behind that slave-girl." He said: 
"Your reward has been granted 
and she is returned back to you in 
inheritance." She said: "She died 
and a month's fasting was due on 
her. Will it be sufficient" - or 
"fulfilled for her if I fast it for 
her?" He replied: "Yes." She said: 

- - 	- 	 ft -- 
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"And she has not performed Hajj, 
will it be sufficient" — Or "fulfilled 
for her if I perform Ijajj for her?" 	 • 5j)) 

He replied: "Yes." (Sazih) 

LiiW  

Comments:  

It is lawful to accept, as inheritance, the things previously given in charity or 
as gift. This does not fall under the category of taking back gifts and charity. 
If the deceased person had some missed fasts, they should be made up by his 
heirs. Some of the scholars held the view that making up such fasts was only 
in the case when the person had vowed to perform those fasts other than the 
prescribed fast of Ramadan, and died prior to having the chance. 

Chapter 13. What Has Been 	 t 4. t - (' r 	I) 

Related About A Man Who 	 - ( 	ji 
Institutes An Endowment 	 - - 

2878. It was reported from Nãfi', 
from Ibn 'Umar who said: "'Umar 
acquired some land in Khaibar, so 
he came to the Prophet 	and 
said: 'I acquired some land and I 
have never acquired a property 
more precious than it, so what do 
you advise me to do with it?' He 
replied: 'If you wish institute an 
endowment of it and give in charity 
from its (profit).' So 'Umar gave it 
in charity, and stated that the 
property is not to be sold entirely, 
nor given away, nor inherited but it 
is (to be used) for the poor, and 
near kindred, and freeing slaves, 
and in the cause of Allah, and for 
the wayfarers" — and he added 
from Bishr:" "and the guests." 
Then they were in accord: "There 
will be no sin on the administrator 
of the property to eat from it 

That is, Musad-dad added that Bishr said, because Musad-dad narrated it from more 
than one person. 
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within what is customary, and to 
feed a friend from it without  

- 	- , 

making it his own property." And 
he added from Bishr: "And 
Muhammad 1 	said: 'Without 
trying to amass wealth from it." 
(Sahih) 

S 	L LS 

i- 	\lrr:C 
2879. It was narrated from Yahya - VAVA 
bin 	Sa'eed, 	regarding 	the i. 
endowment of 'Umar bin Al- :J 	 :Ji 

Khattãb, he said: "'Abdul-Uamid 
 bin 'Abdullãh bin 'Abdullãh bin  

'Umar bin AI-Khattab copied it ) 	:Jti 
(the document) for me: 'In the - -, 	 - 

.c 
Name of Allah, Most Gracious, 
Most Merciful. This is what the L 	1. 	i 	 4 
worshiper of Allah, 'Umar, has 
written about Thamgh." He  

'-5- 

narrated in the report similar to i 	ji 	:3 
the Hadith of Nãfi' (no. 2878). He - 	 - 	- 

added: "Without amassing wealth, L LJ 	: 	. 	 i 

whatever surplus there is from its  
fruits, then it is for the beggars and - 	 - 

the deprived ones." He said: "And 4- 	4J U 
he cited the narration. He said: 'If 

- - the administrator of Thamgh 
wishes to buy a slave from its fruits  LL 

for the work then he may do so.' It . - 	 - - 	 - 	- , 	- 	.5 

'- 
I 	 'r} was written by Mu aiqib and - 	 - 

witnessed by 'Abdullah bin Al- ..j L.5~jl 	1JI 
Arqam. In the Name of Allah, - 	- 	 - 
Most Gracious, Most Merciful. )J 	i 	'.  

This is what has been directed by 
- 	4j 

the worshiper of Allah, 'Umar, the -, 	 - 

Commander of the Believers, if  
anything happens to him, then 

- 	 - 	- Thamgh, Sirmah bin A1-Akwa', and 

That is, 'Abdulläh bin 'Awn narrated it to Muhammad bin Sirin, and he said this. See 
A1-Bukhari no. 2737, Muslim no. 4224, and At-Tir,nidhi no. 1375. 
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the slave who is there, and the 
hundred shares which are in (the 
land of) Khaibar, the slave who is 
there, and the hundred shares 
which Muhammad 	donated to 
him in the valley, will remain in the 
custody of Uafah during her 
lifetime, then will go in the custody 
of a man of insight from her family. 
These will neither be sold, nor 
purchased. It (the produce) will be 
spent on where he sees it is 
appropriate, for the beggars, the 
deprived ones, and those near 
kindred. There is no harm for the 
one administering to eat, feed, and 
buy a slave from it." (Hasan) 
(A /A:jI 	.i,) 

Comments: 
The standard definition of Waqf (endowment or trust), is something or some 
property that is kept in tact, and the income accrued from it is given in 
charity. In all cases of Waqf, the conditions imposed on the property as well 
as on the administrator have to be clearly stipulated. 
A person allotting a high-yielding property as a Waqf, so that even after his 
death, the expenditures concerned continue to benefit by it, is an act of great 
virtue, since Allah says in the Qur'an: "By no means shall you attain 
righteousness (and reward from Allah) unless you spend (in His cause) of that 
which you love." (Al 'Imran 3:92) 
The administrator of the trust has the right to spend, within the accepted 
norms for himself in his work for the Waqf, and his guests, from its income. 
The will, as well as the trust deed, must be in the form of a written document, 
with signatures of witnesses affixed to it, so as to obviate the possibility of 
misappropriation and waste in it. 

Chapter 14. What Has Been 	 . 	- ( 
Related About Giving Charity 	- 	- - 
On Behalf Of The Deceased 

2880. It was reported from Abu 
Hurairah that the Messenger of 
Allah ç said: "When a person dies 
his deeds discontinue, except for 
three things: Ongoing charity, 

3iI3 )-YAA. 

:- 
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knowledge which people benefit 	- 	- - 
from, and a righteous son who 	 -'-   ' 
prays for him." (Sahii) 	 2 	L 

: 

- 
Comments: 

Acts like placing properties of 'continuous benefit' for the people under 
charitable trust, building Masãjid and rest-houses for travelers, disseminating 
beneficial knowledge, training pupils, writing and publishing books, and 
engaging in other works of public good are all excellent forms of charitable 
work. Upbringing children on the principles of the Shari'ah may, however, be 
considered among the best form of charity. 

Chapter 15. What Has Been 	 1 	- ( a 
Reltaed About Giving In  
Charity For One Who Died  

Without Leaving A Will 

2881. It was reported from 'Aishah 	:j L; U. - AA j. 
that a woman said: "0 Messenger 	 - 	- 	- 
of Allah! Allah! My mother died  
suddenly, if it were not for that, she 	J1 !4  
would have given in charity and  
donated. Will it suffice if I give  
charity on her behalf?" The  
Prophet 	1 said: "Yes, give in 	 -, - - - 
charity on her behalf." (aziz)  

ç..LAi \IAA:C 	 * 

2882. It was reported from Ibn 
'Abbas that a man said: "0 
Messenger of Allah! His mother 
died; will it benefit her if he gave 
charity on her behalf?" He replied: 
"Yes." He said: "I have a garden, 
and I make you a witness that I 
have given it in charity on her 
behalf." (Sahih) 

AAY 
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VV-  
Comments: 

These are the only forms of conveying to the departed person the reward of 
deeds done after his death. 

Chapter 16. What Has Been Z,j 	. t. 	- (' 
Related About The Will Of A  

ç4 Combatant Disbeliever Who 
Dies, And His Executor Accepts 
Islam, Does He Have To Carry 
Out The Will? -- 

2883.1t was reported from 'Amr 
Li.- - YAAY 

bin Shu'aib, from his father, from his L- 	: J i 	i 	: J 
grandfather, that Al-'As bin Wã'il — 	 - 

3- 	:JIi instructed in his will that one 
hundred slaves be freed on his 
behalf. His son Hishãm freed fifty - 	 - -. 	- 
slaves, and his son 'Amr wanted to 3 
free the remaining fifty on his - - 	-- 	- 	 - 

"I behalf. He said: 	will not do it until - - 	- 	-. 
I ask the Messenger ofAllAh."So YI 
he came to the Prophet 	and said: 3 - 	- "0 Messenger of Allah! My father '' 
instructed in his will to free one I 	Ui 
hundred slaves on his behalf.  
Hishãm has freed fifty slaves on his  

behalf, and fifty remain. Can I free  
them on his behalf?" The 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "If he 

- 	- 	- 
i 	'  

had been a Muslim; and you freed  
the slaves on his behalf, gave charity - 
on his behalf, and performed Ijaff 
(pilgrimage) on his behalf it would 
have reached him." (Hasan) 
/:-1 	iJJi 	LJl 	i.,- 	

>- 

A 
Comments: 

Such good deeds done on their behalf by their descendants, will only benefit 
the Muslims after their death. 
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Chapter 17. What Has Been 
Related About A Man Who Dies 
And Leaves Behind A Debt, And 
He Has What Will Fulfill The 
Debt, The Creditors Will Be 
Asked To Defer Repayment For 
A While, And The Heirs Should 
Be Treated with Leniency 

Lt 	t -(W 	J) 

%:'t J  4. 
( v iii) 	jR 

2884. It was reported from Jabir 
bin 'Abdullah who said that his 
father died and left a debt he had 
with a Jew for thirty Wasq. Jäbir 
requested him to defer payment for 
a while but he refused, so Jãbir 
requested the Messenger of Allah 
J to intercede with him on his 
behalf. The Messenger of Allah 
came and spoke to the Jew to take 
dates instead of the debt that he 
was owed, but he refused. Then the 
Messenger of Allah 	spoke to 
him to defer it for a while, but he 
refused. 	Then he narrated the 
rest of the Hadith. (Sahih) 

:L 

Comments: 
Outstanding debts of the deceased person must be paid at the first possible 
opportunity. Interceding in such matters on behalf of the descendents is a 
desirable act. 

The End of the Book of Wills 
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